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Beyond Propositional Logic
Consider the conjecture: x+y = xy, where x,y are rationals

Is this true/valid? (True for all values of x,y)

No. We can show this with a counterexample: x=0, y=1

This is similar to Boolean logic, e.g., p ⇒ q is not valid: p = T, q = F


Is this conjecture valid: x+y = y+x?

Yes: there are no counterexamples

Similar to Boolean logic, e.g., p ⇒ p is valid


there are no counterexamples

construct truth table: true for all assignments


Can we do something similar to Boolean logic to prove validity?

No: the table of assignments is unfortunately infinite
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Finite Work, Infinite Results
We need a radically new idea

A proof is finite, but implies that the infinite truth table has all Ts

The basic ideas are fundamentally the same as in mathematics

In fact, logic is the foundations of math

Here is a brief outline of what we’ll cover

Reasoning about the ACL2s universe


Boolean logic, equality, built-in functions, defined functions, …


Equational reasoning

reasoning about straight-line code

how to structure proofs

implications & dealing with propositional structure, …


After that: Definitions, Termination, Induction, …
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Example
(definec len (l :all) :nat
 (if (consp l)
     (+ 1 (len (cdr l)))
   0))

Conjecture:

(equal (len (list x)) (len x)) 

True or False?

False: x=1

⟦(equal (len (list 1)) (len 1))⟧

= ⟦(equal 1 0)⟧

= nil

Finding counterexamples is 
“easy”: find an assignment under 
which the conjecture evaluates 
to nil.
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Example

Conjecture:


(equal (len (cons x (list z)))
       (len (cons y (list z))))
True! We need a proof

(definec len (l :all) :nat
 (if (consp l)
     (+ 1 (len (cdr l)))
   0))
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    (len (cons x (list z)))
= { Definition of len, instantiation } 
    (if (consp (cons x (list z))) 
        (+ 1 (len (cdr (cons x (list z)))))
      0)
= { car-cdr axioms } 
    (if (consp (cons x (list z))) (+ 1 (len (list z))) 0)
= { consp axioms } 
    (if t (+ 1 (len (list z))) 0)
= { if axioms } 
   (+ 1 (len (list z)))

Proof

We proved:
(len (cons x (list z)))
= 1 + (len (list z))

Quiz: Continue the proof to show:
(len (cons x (list z))) = 2
A: Done B: Still working

(definec len (l :all) :nat
 (if (consp l)
     (+ 1 (len (cdr l)))
   0))
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Proving the Conjecture
Conjecture:

(equal (len (cons x (list z)))

       (len (cons y (list z))))

We proved:

(len (cons x (list z))) = 2

Now what?

Prove:

(len (cons y (list z))) = 2

How?

Copy previous proof and replace x 
by y

Now, we’re done, but that was a lot 
of work 

(definec len (l :all) :nat
 (if (consp l)
     (+ 1 (len (cdr l)))
   0))
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Once we prove a validity, we have a theorem (or a 
lemma), which we can use to prove other theorems
Similar to using helper functions

Lemma1: 
(len (cons x (list z))) = 1 + (len (list z))

    (len (cons x (list z)))
= { Lemma 1 } 
    1 + (len (list z))
= { Lemma 1 (Instantiation: ((x y)) } 
    (len (cons y (list z)))

Notice Lemma1|((x y)) is 
(len (cons y (list z))) = 1 + (len (list z))
which is exactly the last equality

Using Lemmas

(definec len (l :all) :nat
 (if (consp l)
     (+ 1 (len (cdr l)))
   0))
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What’s New?
Beyond the realm of the propositional

We have functions, equality, variables over the ACL2s universe

How many rows in the truth table for?


  (equal (len (cons x (list z)))

         (len (cons y (list z))))

Yet we showed that this infinite truth table has all Ts, with only a 
finite amount of work, our proof
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Equality
Equality (equal, or =) is an equivalence relation 

Reflexivity:                   x = x

Symmetry of Equality:  x = y   ⇒  y = x


Transitivity of Equality:  x = y ∧ y = z  ⇒  x = z


Equality Axiom Schema for Functions: For every function symbol f of arity 
n we have the axiom

x1 = y1 ∧ ... ∧ xn = yn  ⇒  (f x1 ... xn) = (f y1 ... yn)


In ACL2, we would write  (len (cons x z)) = (len (cons y z)) as

(equal (len (cons x z))

       (len (cons y z)))
= and ≠ bind more tightly than any of the propositional operators
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Built-in Functions
Axioms for built-in functions, such as cons, car, and car


Axioms are theorems we get for “free” characterizing cons, car, cdr, 
if, equal, etc. 


(car (cons x y)) = x

(cdr (cons x y)) = y

(consp (cons x y)) = t

x = nil ⇒ (if x y z) = z

x ≠ nil ⇒ (if x y z) = y

Reason about constant expressions using evaluation

t ≠ nil, (cons 1 ()) = (list 1), 3/9 = 1/3, ( ) = ’nil, …

Note: from the the semantics of the built-in functions


